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ABSTRACT 

 
It is with no doubt that corruption is an abuse of both power and discretion and also involving a monopoly of 

available resources. It is widely accepted that the most vulnerable, powerless and disempowered people in 

society, are the ultimate victims of corruption. Competent and honest citizens feel frustrated and their level of 

distrust tend to rise. On the other hand, people who drive corruption do not see it as an unlawful practice but 

view it as an opportunity not to be missed whilst in the positions of power.  

Corruption and its far reaching consequences is as old as Biblical Zacchaeus, who enriched himself at the 

expense of his neighbours by misusing his power as a tax collector. The same happened with the sons of 

Prophet Eli who used their priesthood for personal benefit. Should we then say: Corruption is part of human 

nature? That would be unfair conclusion to millions of decent people who never fall into this trap. Corruption is a 

crime of minority with power, a crime of those people who are in the privileged positions “to rule the waves and 

to waive the rules”. To say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to others and then abuse that position to attach private conditions to 

saying ‘yes’ is corruption at its worst. 

In view of the broader understanding of corruption set out above, it is of great importance to take note of the 

victims of the corrupt circumstances. Victims could be any one or more members of the society including 

employees in both the private and public sectors. 

At the outset this paper will, give a broader understanding of corruption and how it extends to disadvantage the 

poor of the poorest in the community. The costs of being a victim of corrupt organs of State will form a bigger 

part of the discussion with a particular emphasis to its consequences and responses to ‘Whistle-blowers’. Once 

the whistle has been blown, preferably through the available internal structures such as anti-corruption units, or 

statutory bodies or the media, the whistle blowers may experience negative responses. Superiors, who have the 

power to harass them, may punish whistle blowers in many ways including questioning their competence and 

judgement, terminating their employment, or even blacklisting and effectively bring their career opportunities to 

a halt. 

The paper will conclude by giving the ways and means on how to empower the victims of corruption in both 

social areas and work places. The requirements for anti-corruption strategies and other measures to empower 

the victims of corruption from the government perspectives will all be covered. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
(Because corruption is dynamic and has various cross cutting dimensions, the most appropriate approach to 

curb it must also be dynamic, open, integrated and holistic.  To begin the process of assessing the types, levels, 

location, causes, and cost of corruption, it is critical that the victims of corruption are given a more meaningful 

voice – Global Programme Against Corruption Conference, Viena: 2001) 

 

Looking from the light of where South Africa comes from with its apartheid experience and 

difficulties, there is no doubt that corruption is like a cancer that needs to be cured. 

Corruption is a threat to any government as it destroys the country`s economy. 

In a number of occasions, the President of South Africa, Mr Thabo Mbeki made no room for 

corrupt officials in his government.  South Africa is faced with problems of unemployment, 

increasing crime rate, poverty in black communities, homeless people etc.  All these 

problems are addressed in different programmes and strategies of the present government.  

Now, the question may arise: How can a country like South Africa be developed 

economically and otherwise if corruption is still the order of the day? The answer is to have 

number of legislations in place covering all corruption and crime related practices and apply 

strict measures to the corrupters. It does not help to have policies and strategies on paper 

only and take years to implement such array of laws. 

 

The purpose of this paper is mainly to give a broader understanding of the “cancer” 

“Corruption” and how it extends to disadvantage the poor of the poorest in the community.  

How to empower the victims of corruption remains a critical issue for the development of 

South Africa. 

 
1.1 SOME NEWS HEADLINES REGARDING CORRUPTION 
The following news headlines reflect the extent of corruption in different areas of work and the 

communities. The media reports inform the government on all malpractices within the country and 

other States. The onus rests upon an individual head of State to take further steps against who ever 

is involved: 

• “Family can use my state car”, say Mpumalanga Health MEC – Scorpions probe use of official 

vehicle by aunt": City Press – 22 June 2003 

• Police want to question Moi on missing funds: Kenya’s anti-corruption police unit: Business 

Report International – Wednesday, 18 June 2003. 

• Prison officials face nepotism allegations.  Former worker tell of ‘jobs for spouses’ and 

victimisation: The Herald, Port Elizabeth- 26 September 2002. 
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• Arms Deal and Scorpions – How the former ANC chief whip came to a sticky end: Sunday Times 

– 16 February 2003. 

• Nepotism Alleged in Eastern Cape.  Call to axe the head of SA prisons: Evening Post – 25 

February 1999. 

• Prison warders likely to be fired after hearing (A case of alleged Corrupt Grootvlei officials): City 

Press – January 2003. 

• An army General fired for cheating in examinations: Sunday Times – 23 June 2002 

• Tape exposes jail bosses’ plot against honest staff.  Plan to ‘eliminate’ whistle-blowers who went 

to Mbeki about corruption: Sunday Times – 2 July 2000. 

• Bishop outraged by prison video on Corruption: Saturday Star – 22 June 2002. 

• Bravo to jail video whistle blowers by Larry Kaufman, Acting CEO of Transparancy South Africa: 

The Star – 21 June 2002. 

• Grootvlei prison arrested after blowing whistle on Corruption: Sowetan – Thursday 16 January 

2003. 

• Department of Finance & Economic Affairs (Gauteng) fires corrupt director: Sowetan – Thursday 

16 January 2003. 

• Time to crack whip on top of officials. “We need proper mechanisms for dealing with sloppy and 

inefficient senior civil servants’: The Star – Friday 21 June 2002. 

• Jali: Shock nepotism claims. ‘Hiring process manipulated by Popcru to benefit others.  The Herald 

– 28 September 2002. 

• Mining executive probed for financial irregularities’: Sunday Times – 19 January 2003 

• Lesotho puts Western Companies on trial for Corruption.  htt://www.guardian.co.uk – 19 June 

2001. 

• Whistle blower battles to get back her job. 

‘Education department ignores arbitration award’: Sunday Times – 26 January 2003. 

• Mbeki cuts top Civil servants for corruption: Financial Times Limited 1999. 

• Jail boss’s expenses scam: The Herald – 23 October 2002. 

• Scorpions arrest 6 in Bisho for fraud.  The Herald 31 October 2002. 

• Nyandeni Manager Suspended: Dispatch – Wednesday 30 October 2002. 

• Closed doors debate on municipality theft, corruption: The Herald – 13 November 2002. 

• Blair pushes for Third World Transparency: Reuters. Business Report – Wednesday, 18 June 

2003. 
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2 CORRUPTION AND THE VICTIM 
 

There is a general consensus that corruption is an abuse of (public) power for private gain 

that hampers the public interest (victim) and can be practiced in different forms such as 

fraud, bribery, conflict of interest, illegal political party financing and many others.  This gain 

may be direct or indirect.  Mostly, corruption entails a confusion of the private with the public 

sphere or an illicit exchange between the two spheres.  In essence, corrupt practices involve 

public officials acting in the best interest of private concerns (their own or those of others 

regardless of, or against, the public interest.  It is in this process that the beneficiaries of 

certain programmes (such as the feeding scheme in schools with children from poor families) 

designed by the government, suffer from corrupt acts. In unpacking the concept of “Victim of 

corruption” Stiaan van der Merwe (2001) view the concept as those stakeholders who directly 

or indirectly affected by any form of corruption.  The victims of corruption may be individuals, 

groups or sections of a society, and they include future generations and the environment.  

The types of corruption have been classified in a umber of forms in the literature and in each 

of those forms, somebody becomes a victim. 

Corruption is practiced in all sectors (private and public sectors) as well as in civil society. 

International organisations, including non-governmental organisations (NGO’s), suffer from 

this disease, ‘corruption’.  In order to combat corruption and for purposes of protecting the 

sufferers, it is important to appreciate its nature, causes and scope.  In Africa for example, 

both grand corruption and petty corruption are prevalent.  Grand corruption is committed by 

people in higher society in order to accumulate wealth or to maintain positions of authority, 

while petty corruption is very common at lower level where people strive to make ends 

meet.  The basic causes of corruption are therefore the greediness and in certain instances, 

poverty. 
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2.1 ELEMENTS OF CORRUPTION 

(United Nations,2001: 7) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bribery and corruption- a double edged sword: Malan and Smit (2001:12) define bribery 

as “the act of persuading a person by a gift of some sort of act immorally”.  In the same 

fasion, bribery involves an exchange that improperly affects the actions or decisions of a 

public official.  In the areas of appointments, promotions, tendering, these practices are 

commonly found in South Africa. 

Basically, there are two types of bribery in the context of public sector: Official bribery and 
commercial bribery.  Official bribery suggests that a public official willingly engaged in a 

corrupt act.  On the other hand, commercial bribery implies that a private individual has 

engaged in corruption in an attempt to gain a commercial or business advantage. 

In South Africa, officials and members of Parliament are required to declare their interest at 

all times.  They can be charged with bribery whether they accept the bribe or offer it.  An 

example to commercial bribery is the Arms deal between the high profile politicians of South 

Africa and the French Company where large amounts of money are allegedly paid privately 

to individuals (Sunday Times:2002). 
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Embezzlement: This takes place when an official of authority entrusted with money or 

property takes it for his/her own use and benefit without being allowed to do so.  In 

considering legal prohibits against this type of corruption, the challenge for any government 

or company will be to define the prohibition in broad terms to include every dishonest method 

of diverting public resources that criminal ingenuity can devise.  Special attention should not 

be paid to physical theft, but also unauthorised use of the time and labour of public 

employees and of government facilities and equipment. 

Fraud: This is also alarming in various governments and private sector.  It include false 

statements, illegal commissions, kickbacks, conspiracies, obtaining contracts through 

collusive arrangements and similar devices. 

Fraud is so dominating and causes huge problems in the area of procurement, where the 

governments buy large stocks of material and the process of buying and supplying them 

involves many hands and many areas of distribution.  Malan and Smit (2001:15) conducted 

an extensive research in this area and such research revealed the following types of scams: 

� Officials in the public services are doing private business while holding public post, 

and are using state vehicles to transport goods or people as part of their private 

business.  They also allocate contracts to themselves through companies or unofficial 

partners.  Officials in positions of trust draw up international contracts in such a way 

that they receive some sort of personal gain from them, the money being paid into 

foreign bank accounts. 

� Officials also draw up specifications for a particular job to favour a particular company 

of their choice, from whom they receive a kickback.  In other instances, officials restrict 

the access of information on contracting opportunities to targeted company, which will 

in turn pay a kickback. 

� Officials are also bribed by contractors tendering for a particular project to disclose 

confidential information such as the strong or weakness of other competitors. 

� Where overtime is paid, officials tend to alter the figures and claim more than they 

were entitled to. 

In other cases, officials use public facilities for the repair of private cars.  In most countries 

certain institutions (such as, ministries of work, transportation, water boards of municipalities, 

power utilities, etc.) maintain workshop and repair facilities.  Labour time, spare parts, 

supplies, space and equipment is abused. 
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The United Nations office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention (UNODCCP) (2001) also 

called upon governments to consider criminalising public official’s improper use or diversion 

of state property, including money and securities.  A variation of such misuse also involves 

the renting out of state owned houses.  All these methods draw public institutions of scarce 

resources and prevent them from carrying out their mandates and efficiently serving the 

public. 

Where have you ever seen a Premier or Director-General of the Province owning cash loan 

companies and expect the same person to lead an ethical administration?  It’s practically 

impossible.  

 

Favouritism and Nepotism: 
This is the assignment of appointments, services or resources according to family ties, party 

affiliation, tribe, religion, and other preferential groupings.  Under the headline “Jobs for pals” 

it was reported in the Evening Post (Msebe:1999), that, ‘positions of employment in the 

Department of Correctional Services were reserved for affiliates of a majority union and 

spouses’.  In response to cases of this nature the State President of South Africa, Mr Thabo 

Mbeki instituted a number of investigating teams including the Jali Commission on Inquiry to 

root all corruption related practices within the South African prison system.  

 

Illegal Political Contributions: This is a stage where big companies control the intelligence 

of political parties especially those, which have the potential to win the elections.  The illegal 

contributions are exchanged after or before the elections have taken place.  This contribution 

occurs when political parties or the government is in power receives money in exchange for 

non-interference and good-will towards the entity or group making the contribution. 

When considering the expenditure of huge sums of money paid to the ruling political party, 

one will realize how bad are the societies suffering as a result of misdirected tax payers 

monies. 

It is worse to the South African political situation where freedom fighters who used to 

survived through donations outside and inside the country, now have to reject or follow 

certain laws when accepting company contributions.  In response to such tendencies by 

individuals or parties, South African legislation stand still regarding illegal contributions.  Even 

the issue of gifts and awards are clearly defined by the Public Finance Management Act. 
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Abuse of Power: Using one’s nested authority to give undue preferential treatment to any 

group or individual or to victimise or discriminate any group or individual.  For example, an 

elected political head of State Department responsible for the provision of houses to 

homeless people assigns the building tenders to areas where his/her constituents reside and 

neglects other areas in similar need of built houses. 

Most (if not all) corruption theories and definitions refer to the issue of power and power 

relations.  This means that corruption should primarily be understood as an issue related to 

power and power relations, be that personal-, gender-, political-, financial-, economical-, 

military-, technological-, information and power relations (Makumbe, 1999:4-5). 

 

2.2 THE VICTIMS 
 

It has been mentioned in the previous sections that the victims of corruption are those people 

who are supposed to benefit from the public power and responsibility, but who suffer 

because of the abuse of that power. 

In his discussion of the Royal Commission into the New South Wales Police Service, Dixon 

(1999:70) mentioned an interesting point that the victims of corruption are one of the 

neglected aspects in dealing with corruption.  “It has become little more than a cliché to insist 

that criminal justice pays inadequate attention to the victims of crime.  However, the victims 

of police corruption and misconduct were shadowy figures in the Commission’s Report.  Only 

police whistleblowers received direct attention.  This is particularly problematic with regard to 

the victims of process corruption. 

 

In its strong worded document on Global Programme against Corruption (GPAC) the United 

Nations offices made a number of recommendations regarding corruption.  It is important to 

involve the victims of corruption.  The public needs to be introduced to the national strategies 

against corruption.  In an environment where the public can trust the anti-corruption agency, 

they can be a major source of intelligence whose “eyes and ears” can aid tremendously in 

identifying and there by curbing corruption.  To play this role is not an easy one, the public 

must be protected (United Nations, 2001:36). 

A well-informed and protected public can hold the government and its civil servants 

accountable and thereby increases the risk and uncertainty for public officials abusing its 

public powers for their private benefits. The involvement of victims of corruption should also 

take note of various groups. Corruption makes five groups of victims: 
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• Those who are forced to pay a higher price than they are supposed to pay.  Some people 

say that companies that pay bribes or kickbacks to obtain contracts are not to be 

regarded as victims.  They pay the price they want to pay.  They should rather be seen as 

co-conspirators that as victims.  In many cases that may be true.  In too many cases, 

however, the price is paid by people who have no alternative but to yield. 

• The employer of the corrupter, whether it is the government or the private sector, who 

sees its reputation smeared because of the secret ‘wheeling and dealing’ of an employee 

they trusted.  One can say the employers are themselves to blame, because they should 

have imposed stricter checks and controls.  On the other hand, no employer can work 

without trusting employees in the execution of their duties.  That does not imply blind 

trust, but normal trust as a basic element of the relationship.  If in the workplace normal 

trust is replaced by institutionalised distrust, normal human relations’ sink below the level 

of trust we owe each other. 

• The people around the corrupter, who know about his acts, but who for fear of losing their 

jobs or other repercussions dare not speak out and ‘blow the whistle’.  In their silence 

they feel like accessories to the crime.  They know that their silence might sooner or later 

be used against them. 

• The people at large.  They see that some of those who are in power are accumulating 

disproportionate wealth in the position they hold and getting away with it.  Others go to jail 

for lesser crimes, or are detained for no other fact than being unable to pay school fees 

for their children.  That feeling gives rise to bitterness about the moral level of the society 

they are living in. 

• The society at large.  Bitterness affects the social fabric of society.  It erodes and 

ultimately destroys civic sense (Gert van Maaren in Mavuso and Balia (1999:144-145). 
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3 REASONS FOR UNETHICAL BEHAVIOUR IN SOUTH AFRICA  
 

According to Van der Waldt and Helmbold (1995:161-162) there is a difference in opinion as 

far the causes of and reasons for unethical conduct among public officials are concerned.  

But for the purposes of this topic the two are regarded as synonymous. 

 

Unethical conduct occurs as a result of specific reasons and, there is always a driving force 

behind unethical behaviour.  Some, but certainly not all, of the reasons for unethical 

behaviour is the South African context are outlined below: 

 

Inadequate control and accountability: If control is ineffective, dishonest officials can 

exploit the situation for their own benefit.  This can be avoided by means of putting 

organisational measures to provide accountability.  Some officials engage themselves in 

corruption scandals just because the opportunity prevails.  The latter usually happen to top 

officials who receive promotions in a questionable way.  Due to low level of knowledge and 
education, official power and authority will be misused (Malan and Smit 200:146). 

 

Complicated legislation and lack of effective leadership: The implementation of 

complicated legislation may leave room for unethical and ineffectual conduct (Van der Waldt 

and Du Toit, 1997:49). Weakness of leadership, administratively and politically, which fails to 

inspire and influence conduct mitigating corruption.  Lone pending or unattendance of 

complaints by public officials also cause, such officials to report to “short solutions”, 

corruption.  In some few State Departments of the South African Public Service, there are 

employees who last received the general salary increase as far as 1996 (five years).  Such 

category is referred to have been under Judge White Commission of Inquiry or investigation 

for all these years.  These employees do not receive salary progression scales and 

promotions. The Department of Correctional Services has the majority of such employees. 

Now, in the prison environment, this category of staff cannot face resistance when prisoners 

approach them to smuggle dagga, bringing of firearms in prison, aiding escape from lawful 

custody, and many others. The bad part of being ignored by the employer is when high 

performance is also demanded regardless of all the frustrations the officials have.  A failure 

to comply or adhere to certain rules enforces productivity and service delivery, the more 

disciplinary steps will be taken against the underperformer. The important message in this 

section is that, the employer must level the ground and thereafter demand high performance. 
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In addition to the above possible causes of corruption, Baai (1999:136) has suggested a 

number of causes of corruption: 

- The lack of education on corruption and the creation of an environment conducive 

to anti-corruption behaviour. 

- The weakness of civil society, particularly the level of press freedom and the ability of 

individuals to form groups involved in corrupt practices; and  

- The quality of the criminal justice system, particularly the probability of being caught 

and punished meaningfully for engaging in corrupt practices. 

 

4 CONSEQUENCES OF CORRUPTION 
 

The consequences of corruption are discussed with particular attention to criminal justice and 

consequences for the economy.  In the previous discussions , it is mentioned that corruption 

destroys the economy of any county. Not denying anything that corruption has become 

global in scope, it has damaging effects on the domestic environment of many counties and 

the following for types of costs can be identified: 

➭ Macro-fiscal: This includes lost of revenues from tax and customs 

➭ Reduction in productive investment and growth 

➭ Costs to the public and the poor in particular 

➭ Lost of confidence in public institutions 

 •Break of trust and confidence by people 

 •Undermining the rule of law 

Economic costs of corruption: The soundness of a county’s economy is determined by, 

among other things, the competence and integrity with which the government defines and 

carries out its national economic and growth strategies (Malan and Smit, 2001:69). 

Under the heading Corruption and Development: The World bank Experience, Gray and 

Kaufmann (1998: 8) states that the body of theoretical and empirical research that objectively 

addresses the economic impact of corruption has grown significantly in recent years.  It 

leads, in general, to the following conclusions: 

� Bribery raises transaction costs and uncertainty in an economy 

� Bribery usually leads to inefficient economic outcomes.  It impedes long term foreign and 

domestic investment  
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� Bribery is unfair.  It imposes a regressive tax and falls particularly heavily on trade and 

service activities undertaken by small enterprises. 

� Corruption undermines the state’s legitimacy. 

 

Consequences of Corruption in the Criminal Justice System (CJS): 
The Criminal Justice System of a country represents a yardstick with which one can measure 

the country’s economic development capacity, honesty, morality, competence and sense of 

justice.  The ability to deal with crime and corruption lies in the hands of the police officials, 

magistrates and judges and lastly the correctional officials. 

When the public feel that officials of CJS are corrupt, incompetent and unreliable, it inevitably 

leads to a breakdown in trust, a general disrespect for the CJS and people even resorting to 

alternative options to provide for their need for protection and justice. When the police 

officials are corrupt in their performance of duties, the business people can resort to private 

securities for assistance, because with them they will at least get honest service (Grobler, 

1998:3).  That undermines the government in all respects. 

 

5 HOW TO EMPOWER THE VICTIMS OF CORRUPTION 

 
5.1 The role of Ethics in Public Administration and Management 

 

The extent problems of corruption and other ethical pathologies within the public sector are 

additional obligatory reasons for focusing attention on ethics and professionalism.  The 

former President of a democratic government of South Africa, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela 

stated that “the problem of corruption within the public and private sectors… relate intimately 

to the question of proper governance and the nation’s morality….  We need to launch a 

campaign to set the country on a new moral footing” (Bulbring, 1995:12). 

The significance of focusing on ethical conduct in public administration should not lead to the 

opinion that the aim of the government is to be ethical.  Ethics is not a primary goal of 

government, but is instrumental to government achieving the primary or intrinsic goals that 

constitute the reason for its existence.  Thompson (1992:225) emphasises this point by 

paradoxically asserting that “because other issues are more important than ethics, ethics is 

more important than any issue. 
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In exploring the role of ethics as a mechanism to prevent corruption in public administration 

and management, particular emphasis will be put to personal ethics, morality, and 

professionalism. 

 

Ethics and morality: A professional person possesses ethical principles and moral 

responsibilities.  Good morality and positive ethics cannot lead a person to corruption.  The 

above statement complements Branscome’s idea that a functional definition of ethical action 

is that it is purposive action according to a set of values.  Such action yields on ethical 

system that may be judged moral or immoral to the extent that it improves a society 

corporately or the individuals that make up that society (Branscome, 1988:3). 

Against the background given above under terminological concepts, that morals indicate 

good or bad, right or wrong human behaviour.  Morality as such has, to do with the personal 

conduct of an individual.  Ethics has to emphasise the deliberative aspect thereof, that is, the 

definition has to underscore the fact that ethics involves the use of reason in determining 

what actions measure negatively or positively against societally acceptable moral standards. 

This leads to the conclusion that ethics is the study of morality. 

 

Considering the above explanation of ethics, it becomes clear that morality concerns those 

activities and conventions in a particular society judged wrong or right.  ‘Morality expresses 

certain values that members of a group holds to be important and is reflected in laws, rules 

and regulations, or in policies and procedures’ (Denhardt, 1995:107). 

 

Ethics within the realm of public administration and management is concerned with the 

application of morality to the activities of public officials in their capacity as public officials 

(Thompson, 1985:555). It is concerned with what the public official does, and how he or she 

does it.  The foregoing implies a very basic domain for morality; that is, the personal domain.  

In the above argument, one can deduct and reach to a conclusion that ethics within the realm 

of public administration and management does prevent corruption.  The other argument on 

ethics and moral responsibility is that of executive accountability.  The emphases are put 

on officials at lower achelon and not on executives. The ultimate objective of the focus on 

management ethics is to reduce unethical behaviour in organisations.  In reality, unethical 

behaviour is reduced only by strategies, which place individuals in fewer compromising 

situations (rotations); clear guidelines, etc., and by increasing sanctions for illegal action. 

Since the objective is actually to change the unethical behaviour, that is where the focus 
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should remain.  To ensure that strategies for reducing opportunities for unethical action are 

adopted, responsibility should be placed at the top of the organisation, in the office of the 

Director-General or head of department. 

 

The response to this assertion is not so much that the analysis is wrong; it is not. Whatever 

steps can be taken to buffer public servants from “occasions of sin” should be taken.  Efforts 

to induce Director-General to adopt preventive measures to ensure that their sub-ordinates 

avoid unethical actions, which constitute a violation of the law.  Unethical mangers, 

regardless of what other skills they may possess, produce unethical organisations.  For 

effective functioning of an organisation, it is important for the officials to exhibit ethical 

conduct to the extent that managers demonstrates it.  This means therefore, heads of 

departments should lead by example. 

 

However, at some level we also need to “get better people”.  The moral quality of public 

officials is important because the alternative approach if relied on exclusively means to 

tighten control in a way that makes the exercise of moral judgement on the part of individuals 

unnecessary or impossible.  It is known that the “capacity to make moral judgement is 

strengthened by enabling members of organisations to respond to situations, to project 

alternative ends-in-view to solve those problems, devise means to reach ends and test their 

self-generated moral judgements in use”.  In other words, it might be advisable to put 

substantial energy into reducing the occasions of sin for public administrators, particularly in 

those areas where sin translates into violation of civil and criminal law.  But this strategy, if 

used exclusively, will produce the undesirable consequences of a trained incapacity for moral 

judgment in the large majority of public managers not occupying CEO slots. 

 

Professionalism: The word `profession’ refers to a type of work with certain unique 

characteristics. Professionalism therefore entails the following factors  

• A job, career or calling 

• A discipline or degree of learning 

• The provision of services for a fee 

• The maintenance of standards (Van der Waldt, 1997:52).  When the government of 

South Africa decided to engage itself in rating corruption through quality governance; 

terminologies such as professionalism were commonly used.  Professionalism 
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requires the public officials to fulfil his/her role efficiently as possible, and to do so with 

competence and precision.  Ethics is seen as general and unifying while 

professionalism gives pride of place to the specific vocation of each profession within 

the public service, to the rules, methods and culture of each. So professionalism, for 

the official in contact with the community, is the quest for the greatest level of 

customer satisfaction; for those undertaking studies of giving advice, the acquisition of 

the most complete and exact information possible (Francois le Bris, 1997:35) 

 

Some writers on American criminal justice which, of course include Correctional Services, 

have said that the hallmark of a true profession is “a shared set of principles and customs 

that transcend self interest and speak to the essential nature of the particular calling or 

trade”. This definition recognises the selfness nature of professional work. Hence, 

professionals have a sense of commitment to their professions that is usually not present 

among those in occupational grows “Work within a profession is viewed more as a ‘calling’ 

than as a mere way of earning a living. Professionals have a love for their work that is above 

that of employment merely to receive a paycheck” (Schmalleger & Smykla, 2000:22-23). 

 

Most of the corruption and other ethical pathologies in government are perpetrated not by 

career public servants, but by political appointees who have neither no experiences nor 

relevant qualifications in the positions they occupied (Cohen and Eimicke, 1995:106).  

Officials who gets promoted to senior positions just because they affiliate in a popular trade 

union, tend to embark on satisfying their personal needs at the expense of loyal and 

committed employees.  This state of affairs destroys the whole organisation`s efforts to 

render effective service to its customers.  In the Evening Post, Msebe (1999:2) reported that 

“some of the senior Popcru officials implicated in the alleged ‘jobs for pals’ scam are said to 

have been juniors just two years ago, but now they occupy some of the most senior posts in 

the Department of Correctional Services in what has left many of their peers baffled”. 

 

What ever else this observation might imply about political appointments, it definitely implies 

that professional competence in government can serve as a buffer against unethical and 

immoral conduct (Jos and Tompkins, 1995:211-212).  It also intimates, however, that 

incompetence is inextricably linked to unethical conduct, while not denying the fact that 

competence and expertise may equip the incumbent to be intelligently unethical.  Despite the 

measure of personal virtue of the public official, incompetence amounts to ethical 
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misconduct.  Cohen and Eimicke (1995:108) rightly regard incompetence as ‘An abuse of 

power’.  Ethical public administration and management veritably presuppose professional 

competence. 

 

Seen in this light, there exists a need for professionalism in public administration and 

management, as professional competence equips the public official to exercise informed 

discretion, particularly in circumstances in which rules and guidelines seem inadequate, or 

are not existing at all, irrelevant, or conflicting. 

 

It is appreciated to conclude this section on the role of ethics and professionalism by 

mentioning or noting that a true profession such as that of a public official is characterised by 

the following: 

- A spirit of public service and interest in the public good 

- The fair application of reason and the use of intellect to solve problems. 

- Self-regulations through a set of internal guidelines by which professionals hold 

themselves accountable for their actions. 

- Continual self-appraisal and – examination. 

- An inner sense of professionalism (i.e. honour self-discipline, commitment, personal 

integrity, and self-direction). 

- A commitment to lifelong learning and lifelong betterment within the profession 

(Schmalleger and Smykla, 2000:23) 

 

5.2 Ways of re-establishing morality in South African society 
 

In the previous sections of this topic on ethics and professionalism, the implications of 

unethical leadership with its causes were directly and indirectly discussed.  Preference was 

made to trust, honesty, and credibility as the main ethical values. Correct leadership and 

managerial practices inevitably lead to people no longer believing in and trusting their 

leaders.  In this section, remedial actions and strategies to tackle corruption is detailed 

hereunder. 
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For the purposes of this paper, it is again of necessity to check whether ethics and 

professionalism can serve as control measure for corruption acts.  The answer to that will be 

seen in section 195(1) (a) of the 1996 South African Constitution.  The Act prescribes that 

public administration should be ethical and be conducted in a professional manner.  The Bill 

of Rights, chapter 2 of the 1996 Constitution Act, also under-girds ethical behaviour and 

human dignity for application in business sector.  It is proposed that, government 

departments and other sectors should take cognisance of constitutional principles.  The 

rights of employees for example and equality should be given priority when dealing with 

people at work.  The latter helps because employees will in turn, consider the needs of the 

employer. There is no stage in any State where law should be undermined. Respect of law is 

the point of departure when fighting corruption. 

 

Secondly, corruption can be conducted by creating specific structures to combat corruption.  

There are several bodies or institutions in South Africa whose main task is to combat 

corruption using different strategies.  The unfortunate  part of their existence is that they work 

independently of one another and that of course, leads to inefficiency.  The example of those 

structures are the anti-corruption unit (SAPS), the investigating directorate: Serious 

Economic Offences, the Commercial Crime Unit, the D’Oliveina Task Unit, the Presidential 

Task Unit, the Independent Complaints Directorate, the Public Protector, the Heath Special 

Investigative Unit, the Auditor-General, the National Intelligence Agency and other intra-

departmental units (Malan and Smit, 2001:149). 

Thirdly, South Africa has a code of conduct for its public employees.  Basically, ethics deal 

with the question of what is good and what is bad in human behaviour.  They also prescribe 

what ought to be done.  Employees cannot commit unethical transgressions if the code of 

behaviour is communicated to them appropriately. 

 

Fourthly, the role of the media must not be seen as nothing. Free and open media help to 

check the level of corruption by uncovering and shedding light on abuses.  The greater 

openness felt by the media since the fall of communism has brought with it a plethora of 

stories of fraud, corruption, and criminal activity, making the media perhaps the most 

persistent institution in the fight against corruption (World bank, 2000:46). 
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Fifth, the concept of accountability needs to be translated from being a strategy to practical 

terms, if all forms of corruption are to be eliminated.  A specific individual (employee) should 

always be held accountable for work done or left undone. So, too a specific individual should 

be held accountable for administrative wrongdoing. 

 

Lastly, there are other aspects of combating corruption, which are important even if they are 

just mentioned.  The forensic accounting, establishing a hotline, prosecuting when wrong 

doers have been reported, legislating laws, extent and lines of authority, apply checks and 

balances, and separation of powers, initiate education and training. 

 

The above exposition of corruption re-establishment is, according to the World Bank report 

titled “Anticorruption in Transition.  A contribution to the Policy Debate”, summarised as 

follows: 
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Figure 1: Multi-pronged strategy: Addressing State Capture and Administrative Corruption. 
Source:  Adapted from World Bank, 2000:39 
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5.3 PUBLIC SERVICE ANTI-CORRUPTION STRATEGY: SOUTH AFRICA 
Strategic Consideration 1: Review and consolidation of legislative framework  

 Strategic Consideration 2: Increased institutional capacity 
Strategic Consideration 3: Improved access to report wrongdoing and 

protection of whistleblowers 
Strategic Consideration 4: Prohibition of corrupt individuals and businesses 
Strategic Consideration 5: Improved management policies and practices 
Strategic Consideration 6: Managing professional ethics 
Strategic Consideration 7: Partnerships with stakeholders 
Strategic Consideration 8: Social analysis, research and policy advocacy 

Strategic Consideration 9: Awareness, training and development 

(Public Service Anti-Corruption Strategy, 2002: 12-21) 

 

5.4 REQUIMENTS FOR  FOR ANTI-CORRUPTION STRATEGIES 
➢ Inclusive and comprehensive 

➢ Integrated 

➢ Transparent 

➢ Non-partisan 

➢ Evidence-based 

(United Nations, 2001:9-11) 

 

5.5 THE PILLARS OF INTEGRITY 
SUSTAINABLE  

DEVELOPMENT 
 

NATIONAL INTEGRITY SYSTEM 

 

Political Will       Private Sector 

Administrative Reforms     The Media  

“Watchdog” Agencies     The Judiciary 

Parliament       Public Awareness    
PEOPLE 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In the light of all that have been mentioned, it always be a priority to make sure that whistle 

blowing facility of the country is not only in paper but also in practice. One element that can 

make a small but useful contribution of corruption is that of encouraging employees to report 

the companies they work for when they discover those unethical practices which take place.  

The latter will be to the benefit of the country’s economic development. 

 

A broader understanding of the nature of corruption and how it extends to affect the loyal 

person has led those confronted with it to look for more strategies according to their country’s 

needs. It is impossible for the society to support fight against corruption if the seniors official 

themselves are not exemplary and respect the law of the country. 
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